Window Regulators
Renault Megane/Scenic window regulator repair guide
This manual is intended to help guide you through the repair process and better
explain the images and video. Reference will be made to the numbered images
in square brackets e.g. ..desolder the 6-pin connection from the PCB [img.9].
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BEGIN: Once the Temic window regulator is removed from the motor assembly, the first stage is to remove the motor position
sensor, this is the longer round pin that connects into the motor assembly, simply pull this pin out with pillars to grip
[img.1]
Use a junior hacksaw to remove a small part of the plastic housing that covers the reverse side of the motor connection pins
[img.2]
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The motor connection pins will require shocking out (level with PCB) from the
reverse side, using a flat screwdriver as a drift to sit on the motor pins that
protrude through the PCB and means to protect the motor pins while they
are ‘knocked’ through - recommended 14mm nut socket [img.3]
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Be sure to apply a ‘quick, short, sharp shock’ to the motor pins to shock
them out [img.4], hammering them more than once or twice will flare the
pins ends and make it hard to extract them.
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Extract the motor pins with pillars [img.5]
Remove the plastic housing cover at the 6-pin connector [img.6]
Slide out the PCB [img.7]
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Desolder the 6-pin connector [img.9]
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Remove the Electrolytic Capacitor
[img.11]
Desolder the Capacitor thru-hole
mounts ready to fit a new Capacitor
[img.12]
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Remove old SMC Capacitors [img.14-15]
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Remove 2x Printed Tracks from the PCB that pass over the 6-pin connection
[img.16], these connect to pins 1 & 2 of the 6-pin connector. It is advised to
remove as these can be a cause of fault.

Solder 2 new link wires to the side of the SMC Resisters [img.19] to replace the 2x printed tracks removed.
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Clean with abrasive tool or fine abrasive paper the circuit board where the
Capacitors were removed, and install new components. Fitting the Electrolytic
capacitor 100uF, and then the SMC 10nF Capacitors [img.20] (NOTE: in our
repair kit, sometimes you get 6x 10nF SMC, in this event fit 2x 10nF SMC to
make 20nF) The original part would be 22nF, this difference 2nF is ok.
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Solder a wire between the bridge and
the connector [img.21-22]

Re-solder the 6-pin connector
[img.23-24]

Solder the link wires to the 6-pin
connector [img.25-26]

Reinstall the board in the plastic
housing [img.27-28]
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Refit the Housing cover to hold the PCB firmly in place before refitting any pins
[img.29]
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Using a suitable tool, knock the motor connection pins back into the pcb [img.30]
Take care, they are soft metal.
Gently push the round motor position timing pin back into place [img.31]
Use a Blob of Silicon, and place the cut off plastic part back into place to
complete a tidy repair [img.32-33]
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Job Done [img.33]

Terminology used: PCB= Printed Circuit Board, this is the board on which all the electronic components are mounted/soldered.
SMC= Surface Mount Component, this is an electronic component that is soldered directly to the surface of the circuit board.

If you do not feel confident carrying out this repair, why not send your unit to us for an In-House
repair service, we can repair and return your part to you in no time!
Tachosoft-uk.com - 0121 288 5844 - 07535 115 115
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